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I. Underline the adverbs in the sentences given below:- 

 

 a. Kabir did his homework neatly. 

 b. Anish drove home slowly in his car. 

 c. It is going to rain heavily tonight. 

 d. She cares deeply for her little sister. 

 e. Raina answered all the questions briefly. 

Answers- neatly; slowly; heavily; deeply; briefly. 

 

II. Choose the correct type of adverb from the bracket to complete 

the following sentences:- 

 

 a. She sang ____________ in the concert. ( well/ everywhere) 

(adverb of manner) 

 b. The little lamb followed Mary ___________ . ( repeatedly/ 

everywhere) (adverb of place) 

 c. I hurt my knee _______________. ( there/ yesterday) (adverb of 

time) 

 d. Birds come to this sanctuary every _____________ . ( happily/ 

November) (adverb of frequency) 

 e. The fielder moved _______________ to catch the ball. ( 

backwards/ sadly) (adverb of direction) 

 f. Something is _____________ wrong with this dish. ( clearly/ left) 

(adverb of degree) 

Answers- well; everywhere; yesterday; backwards; clearly. 

 

III. Underline and identify the type of adverb in the following 

sentences: 

 

 a. I am looking forward to hearing from you soon. 

 b. The kittens are playing there. 

 c. The girl danced merrily in the room. 

 d. Sujata always reaches school on time. 

 e. The thief ran away in the dark. 

 



 

 

 f. I almost missed my train. 

Answers- a. soon(adverb of time); b. there(adverb of place); c. 

merrily(adverb of manner); 

d. always(adverb of frequency); e. away(adverb of direction); f. 

almost(adverb of degree). 

 

IV. Choose the correct adverb to complete each sentence:- 

 

softly correctly Sadly neatly 

suddenly    

 

 

 a. Please be sure to answer the questions __________________. 

 b. Zena spoke _____________ when in the library. 

 c. _________________, Peter dismantled his Lego creation. 

 d. The sky darkened and _______________, it began to rain. 

 e. Pamela wrote her name ________ in the notebook.  

Answers- correctly; softly; Sadly; suddenly; neatly. 

 

TOPIC- COMPREHENSION 

 

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:- 

There are wild dogs and pet dogs. Pet dogs are helpers and friends to 

people. There were no pet dogs 15,000 years ago. Men and women 

learnt how to work with dogs. Dogs helped humans travel from Asia to 

North America 10,000 years ago by pulling sleds in the snow. People 

say dogs are a “man’s best friend.” They help with farming. They help 

with hunting. They help with fishing. They can pull things for people. 

They can also help in finding things. 

There are many colours of dogs. There are white dogs, gray dogs, black 

dogs and brown dogs. A dog’s fur can be short or long. Dog’s have 

curly or straight fur. There are very small dogs. They are only six- eight 

inches tall. There are very big dogs. They are about three feet tall. 

Some dogs can see well. Some dogs do not see very well. All dogs can 

hear well. They can hear sounds that people cannot hear. They can hear 

high sounds and low sounds. They can hear sound very far away. All 

dogs can smell very well. They can smell forty times better than 

humans! Dogs live five to thirteen years but some dogs live much 

longer. One dog lived to be twenty-four years old! 

I. Choose the words from the passage which have the same 

meaning as the words given below:- 

 a. A large number of- many 

 b. living or growing in the natural environment- wild 

 c. soft fine hair of an animal- fur 



 

 

 d. the activity of growing crops- farming 

 

II. Write the antonyms of the following:- 

 a. friend x enemy 

 b. some x many 

 c. better x worse 

 d. longer x shorter 

 

III. Answer the following questions:- 

 a. How are dogs helpful to humans? 

Ans- Dogs help humans in farming, hunting, fishing, pulling things and 

also in finding things. 

b. Describe the appearance of dogs. 

Ans- Dogs can be either small or big in size. Small dogs are not more 

than eight inches tall, whereas, big dogs can be as tall as three feet.  

There are many colours of dogs. They are white, brown, black or gray 

in colour. They can have straight or curly fur. 

 

III. Make sentences with the following words:-  

 a. fishing - 

 b. sounds - 

 

TOPIC FOR COMPOSITION- IMPORTANCE OF 

WATER. 

 

Note- The above exercises are to be done in the English 

Language notebook. 
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